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Abstract 
     The presence of White Blood Cells (WBCs) in the body of human has a great 

role in the protection of the body against many pathogens. The recognition of the 

WBC is the first important step to diagnose some particular diseases. The 

pathologists usually use an optical microscope to recognize WBCs, but, this process 

is a quite tedious, time-consuming, error prone, very slow, and expensive. In 

addition, it needs experts with long practice in this field. For these reasons, a 

computer assisted diagnostic system that helps pathologists in the process of 

diagnosis can be effective, easy and safe. This research is devoted to develop a 

system based on digital image processing methods to localize WBCs nuclei. The 

proposed system involved a collection of pre-processing and segmentation 

algorithms that are capable of allocating the nuclei in different shapes of WBCs 

from a microscope images. To accomplish this task, a combination of local 

enhancement using histogram statistics, modified k-means clustering, normalization, 

convert to binary image using a suitable global threshold, islands removing and 

holes filling based on seed filling technique, and nucleus localization algorithms 

were performed. The features of WBCs images in the tested dataset make the WBC 

nuclei extraction process representing a great challenge. The test results indicate 

promising ability to completely isolate the nucleus from other parts of the cell. The 

analysis presents a high similarity between the ground truth samples and the results 

obtained by the proposed method. The precision percentage of the proposed method 

applied on the tested dataset images is 97.21% and F-score percentage is 96.23%. 
 

Keywords: White blood cells, modified k-means clustering, nucleus segmentation, 

binary image, seed filling. 

 

 وتقنية تعبئة البذور المطورة k-means نوى خلايا الدم البيضاء باستخدام خوارزمية التجميع حديدت
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العجيج من مدببات ان وجهد خلايا الجم البيزاء في جدم الإندان لو دور كبيخ في حساية الجدم ضج      
 .الأولى والسيسة لتذخيص بعض الأمخاض السحجدة الأمخاض. يعتبخ التعخف عمى خمية الجم البيزاء الخظهة

يدتخجم عمساء الأمخاض عادةً مجيخًا ضهئيًا لمتعخف عمى خلايا الجم البيزاء ، ولكن ىحه العسمية مزجخة 
مفة. بالإضافة إلى ذلك فيي تحتاج إلى خبخاء ذوي لمغاية ومدتيمكة لمهقت وعخضة لمخظأ وبظيئة ججًا ومك

يداعج أخرائيي عمم  عجة الكسبيهتخخبخة طهيمة في ىحا السجال. وليحه الأسباب ، يسكن لشظام تذخيري بسدا
 طخق خرص ىحا البحث لتظهيخ نظام قائم عمى ي  الأمخاض في عسمية التذخيص أن يكهن فعالًا وسيلًا وآمشاً. 

 معالجة الرهر الخقسية لتحجيج نهى خلايا الجم البيزاء. حيث تزسن الشظام السقتخح مجسهعة من خهارزميات
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ما قبل السعالجة والتجدئة التي تكهن قادرة عمى تخريص الشهى في أشكال مختمفة من خلايا الجم البيزاء 
مي باستخجام إحرائيات الخسم السحرمة من صهر مجيخية. لإنجاز ىحه السيسة ، تم الجسع بين تحدين مح

السظهرة، والتظبيع ، والتحهيل إلى صهرة ثشائية باستخجام عتبة عالسية مشاسبة ،  K-meansالبياني ، تجسيع 
خلايا  الشهاة. ان ميدات صهر حجيجوإزالة الجدر وملء الثقهب عمى أساس تقشية تعبئة البحور ، وخهارزميات ت

تجعل عسمية استخخاج نهاة خمية الجم البيزاء تسثل تحجيًا كبيخًا.  السختبخة الجم البيزاء في مجسهعة البيانات
تذيخ نتائج الاختبار إلى قجرة واعجة عمى عدل الشهاة تسامًا عن أجداء أخخى من الخمية. يقجم التحميل تذابيًا 

السقتخحة. ان ندبة الجقة  الظخيقةوالشتائج التي تم الحرهل عمييا بهاسظة  ground truthكبيخًا بين عيشات 
ىي   ف -٪ وندبة درجة12.79لمظخيقة السقتخحة السظبقة عمى صهر مجسهعة البيانات التي تم اختبارىا ىي 

12.79.٪ 
1. Introduction 

     Blood is a constantly circulating fluid through the body and half of the blood volume is composed 

of the Red Blood Cells (RBCs), White Blood Cells (WBCs), and platelets. WBCs contain nucleus and 

cytoplasm which can be classified into five main groups: basophils, Eosinophil, lymphocytes, 

neutrophils, and monocytes. WBCs are a momentous part of the immune system, so extracting 

information from them can assist pathologists in the diagnosis of different blood-related diseases [1].  

Microscopic image is one of the most important resources to use for diagnosis and decision making on 

diseases. It requires analyzing the big amount of images and samples to assess the problem and 

discover better recovery procedure. The diagnosis and analysis of these images are mainly performed 

manually with the help of medical personnel. Since manual classification requires direct visual 

inspection, the process is prone to error and directly depends on the experience of a medical 

researcher. In addition, the medical devices used for cell analysis are expensive. This ineffective 

technique is highly time-consuming and tedious. And also, there is a possibility of different 

assumptions and interpretations about the same sample by different medical researchers. The medical 

personnel data input may not have uniformity. As it is known medical studies require data with high 

accuracy and reliability for decision making and interpretation [2]. Thus, a computer assisted 

diagnostic system that assists pathologists in the diagnosis process can be so effective.  

     Automatic identification technology of WBCs known for low-cost and homogenous accuracy has 

gained more and more focus in the domain of hematic related disease diagnosis. In general, the system 

consists of four parts: WBC segmentation, feature extraction, classification, and counting. 

Segmentation means decomposition of image in different part [3]. Since resulted segmentation directly 

affects the accuracy of classification and counting, it has considered a very hot topic in clinical 

diagnosis [4]. The complexity of internal characteristics of the WBC cells in addition to some external 

factors, such as illumination and different microscopic observations make the WBCs segmentation the 

greater challenge. 

     In this study, a simple method based on a set of image processing techniques is proposed to 

segment nucleus of WBCs in microscopy images efficiently. This set composes of modified k-means   

clustering to draw image in 12 color, thresholding, normalization, and segmenting processed image   

using the segmented color equation to use for matching and localization of nuclei of WBCs.  

    Some of related works are shown in the next section. A brief description for basic tasks involved in 

the proposed system is introduced in the materials and methods section. The main theoretical concepts 

are explained in theoretical level section. The results of the image enhancement and isolation of WBC 

nucleus, and the evaluation of the performance of the proposed model are explained in the 

experimental data and results section. Finally, the main conclusions derived in this work and a list of 

recommendations for future work is presented in the conclusion section. 

2. Related Works 
     Some of the published works related to WBC or RBC segmentation techniques are given in the 

following paragraph: 

     In [5], the authors used active contours to follow WBC boundaries, but their method could not 

handle occluded cells accurately. In [6], the authors segmented nuclei using Otsu’s thresholding 

method. They used active contours to obtain a precise boundary of cytoplasm. In [7], the authors 

compared Self-Organization Map (SOM) Based Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm to taken 

different types of remote sensing data to test the performance. They compared the quality measures 
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standard deviation, variance and also could detect the images based on various edge detection 

techniques for efficient segmentation. In [8], the authors proposed an adaptive method to extract, 

detect and calculate red blood cells in microscopic blood sample images. They used both k-means 

clustering technique and Hough transform to perform their task. In [9], the authors separated cells 

clusters using the distance transform and the watershed algorithm. The separation was less affected by 

cells shape, but it worked only for small or simple cells clusters. In [10], the authors discussed the use 

of Haar cascade classifier to determine the locations of white blood cells in an image. The results 

showed that their method has the ability to localize WBCs with 95% of precision values and 74% of 

recall values. In [11], the authors applied the Circular Hough transform (CHT) for recognizing the 

circular shapes inside the clumped cells after applying the segmentation phase. In [1], the authors used 

K-means algorithm for the segmentation of nuclei and enhanced the segmentation results by using 

morphological operators. In [12], the authors recognized the leukocytes using the Vector Field 

Convolution (VFC). They used VFC to determine cells edges and recognize them from the other blood 

cells. Finally, Miao and Xiao [13] presented a method to segment both of WBCs and RBCs in blood 

smear images. They modelled the edge gradient and shape features of these cells by identifying two 

transformations and efficiency using these transformations in a marker-controlled watershed.  

3. Theoretical Level 

3.1 Local Enhancement Using Histogram Statistics 

     The histogram statistics are used to enhance details over small areas in an image. In the context of 

image processing, the histogram means a histogram of intensity values of the pixel. This histogram 

shows the number of pixels in an image in each different intensity value. For colored images, the 

individual histogram for each of the red, green and blue channels can be calculated or three 

dimensions (3D) histogram with three axes representing the red, blue and green channels can be 

produced, while the number of pixels represents the brightness at each point [14, 15]. 

3.2 K-means Clustering   

     The K-means algorithm is the most used clustering algorithm depend on distance. This algorithm 

relies on distance as an evaluation parameter for similarity. This means that the shorter distance is 

more similar between the two objects. The clustering appears to group a multidimensional dataset by 

comparing similarity or difference values. K-means clustering splits n observations into K clusters in 

such a way so that each observation in k-means clustering associates to the cluster with the nearest 

mean, which acts as the prototype of the cluster. This process works efficiently, if the clusters are well 

separated and integrated. The steps of K-means algorithm are given below [16, 17]: 

(1) Choose a set of k-cluster centroids at random. 

(2) The algorithm continues alternately between two steps until the steps converge: 

• The assignment step: determine the proper cluster that a sample must belong to depending on the 

calculated value of the squared Euclidean distance between the sample and each cluster centroid. 

Then, repeat this step for each sample.  

• Update step: Calculate the new means for each cluster. These means become the centroids of the 

observations in new clusters. 

     The major problem of this algorithm is its reliance on the values of initial prototypes. If the initial 

prototypes are not selected carefully, the calculation will run on the chance of convergence to the local 

minimum instead of the global minimum. Thus, the proper selection of initializing prototypes has a 

significant impact on K-Means performance. In this research, a set of modifications related to data 

points is performed to overcome on the K-Means problem. 

3.3 Image Normalization 

     Normalization is used to locate grey-level values within a desired range of values by adjusting the 

range of grey-level values [18, 19]. The removing of noise, illumination, or occlusion which is the 

result of image acquisition conditions is done by image normalization. The aim of this step is to get a 

standard image without any artifacts arising from the conditions of image acquisition [20]. To reduce 

the dynamic range of the gray-scale in an image, Hong et al. [21] proposed the following algorithm. 

Let N(i, j) denotes the normalized value to the gray-level value at the pixel (i, j). The normalized 

image is defined as follow: 
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     The µ0 is the desired mean value and VAR0 is the desired variance value. In this research, the 

desired mean value is set 128 and the desired variance is taken 10000. The local gray-scale 

information is determined using a moving window with dimensions 11x11. At each window position 

instance, the mean µe and variance (VAR) is determined using the following equations: 
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3.4 Binary Image 

     A binary image is an image that contains only two values per pixel. Black and white are the most 

used colors for a binary image. The used color for the objects in the image represents the foreground 

color and the rest of the image represents the background color. Binary images are usually called one-

bit because each pixel in the image is stored as an individual bit. In digital image processing, binary 

images usually created as masks or result of specific operations such as thresholding, segmentation, 

and dithering operations [22].  

3.5 Region-based Segmentation 

     In thresholding (binarization) and normalization approaches, every pixel is treated independently. 

However, region growing approach checks connectivity among pixels, in order to decide whether 

these pixels belong to the same region (object) or not. Mainly region growing algorithms use 

predefined similarity criteria for grouping the pixels in to large region, known as homogeneity criteria. 

It starts from randomly selecting a single pixel (a seed pixel) and region is grown around it, until the 

constraint on the resulting region satisfies homogeneity criteria [22]. 

     Seed filling process aims to fill up all the holes inside the ridges while maintaining all the essential 

details that an observer wants to see in the original image. It is done by removing the white/dark 

regions whose area is below a predefined threshold [23]. A seed fill is an image processing operation 

that includes assigning the pixels in some region of the image a label. It starts by finding the seed point 

and then filling the object contours starting from that seed point. So, the seed filling algorithm consists 

of two parts. The first part of this algorithm includes finding a starting seed and discovering the 

connected pixels, while in the second part seed points can be searched automatically, or they can be 

chosen by the user [24]. In this research seed filling process is used for nucleus segmentation. 

3.6 Segmentation Quality 

     To evaluate the quality of the segmentation results, quantitative measures in the pixel level which 

include precision, recall, and F-score are used. These measures define the difference between the 

results of the segmentation method and the ground truth of images as follows: 
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Where SR is the Segmentation Result and GT is the mask of the Ground Truth of images. 

4. Materials and Methods 

     The proposed model has the essential steps to perform segmentation and all its related tasks, 

implementation of the segment system consists of seven major stages. The first stage includes 

computing histogram of RGB color spaces. The modified k-means algorithm is adopted to draw the 

image with twelve colors. The image is normalized to adjust gray-scale to the desired mean and 

standard deviation. Then, an automatic binarization is applied on the gray level image; it is based on 
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determination of optimum threshold value (i.e., global thresholds); it should cause efficient separation 

of objects from their background. The next step is segmentation using the island removal technique 

with certain conditions. The result of this step is a binary image contains only nucleus as a foreground 

and white background. The filling of holes is then applied to fill the closed pore in the nucleus object 

that may be created because acquiring conditions. Finally, the resulted image is masked with the 

original image to obtain isolated nucleus.  The general structure of the proposed segmentation system 

is shown in the Figure-1. 

 

 
Figure 1- The proposed system architecture. 

 

4.1 Read Input Image 

     The image is fed to the system as a Bitmap (BMP) image file; the color resolution of the image is 

taken 24 bit per pixel. The image data (i.e., RGB components) is loaded. 

4.2 Local Enhancement Using Histogram Statistics 

     The operation is very easy. It includes scanning all image pixels in one pass and then the number of 

pixels found at each intensity value is retained. 

4.3 Modified K-Means Clustering 

     To overcome on the K-Means problem, a set of modifications related to data points is performed. 

The intent is that to sort data point in descending order and select first twelve importance data points 

respectively, the new prototype positions is observed and each data point is then assigned to the 

nearest prototype. This data point will become a member of the cluster identified by that prototype. 

Algorithm (1) presents the implemented steps for histogram statistic and the modified K-Means 

method: 
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Algorithm (1): Histogram Statistic and Modified K-Means Clustering  

Input :  RGB () image 

            h //  height of image 

            w // width of image 

Output: org () //array of clustering areas 

Goal :   convert image into 12 colors only 

Step 1: Define array cent (w, h).    

Step 2: Define his () array with a 3D size, color-index (3 represent RGB, number of centroids). 

Step 3: Represent each color in each pixel with 4 bits (division each color by 64).  

   For all pixels in the image // x as rows and y as columns 

      i ← red (x, y) / 64 

      j ← green (x, y) / 64   

      k ← blue (x, y) / 64 

Step 4: Calculate histogram.    

      his (I, j, k) ← his (I, j, k) + 1 

   End For 

Step 5: Select the centroids and initialize centroids counter c1.   

   Loop on his  

   Check if his (I, j, k) > 2 then 

     cent (c1) ← his (I, j, k) 

     Increment c1 

   End if 

Step 6: Sort the centroid’s points in descending order. 

   Loop on centroids points 

   Check if cent < cent (c + 1) then 

   cent (c) ↔ cent (c + 1) 

   End if 

Step 7: Obtain color index Look Up Table (LUT) and fill it with RGB values by multiplying each 

color by 64. 

            For all z = 0 → c1 – 1  

  check If cent(z) = his(I, j, k) Then 

   a ← (I + 0.5) * 64 //red 

   b ← (j + 0.5) * 64 //green 

   c ← (k + 0.5) * 64 //blue 

                  color-index (0, z) ← a 

                  color-index (1, z) ← b 

   color-index (2, z) ← c   

End if 

End for 

Step 8: Clustering each pixel value of the image based on LUT to the nearest centroid.   

For all pixels of image 

index ← nearest (red (I, j), green (I, j), blue (I, j)) 

new-red ← color-index (0, index)   

            new-green ←color-index (1, index)  

new-blue ← color-index (2, index) 

org(I, j) ←Abs((new-red + new-green + new-blue) / 3) 

End For 

Step 9: Return org (). 

 

4.4 Image Normalization 

     In this research, the process is performed using equation (1). The desired mean value is set 128 and 

the desired variance is taken 10000. The local gray-scale information is determined using a moving 

window with dimensions 11x11. At each window position instance, the mean (µe) and variance 

(VAR) is determined using equations (2) and (3). The normalization is applied to red, green, and blue 

separately because each of these colors is represented by 256 bits / one byte (i.e., gray-level). 
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4.5 Binary Image 

     In the developed system, this process includes calculating a global threshold automatically by 

taking the average of pixel multiplied with α   [0.1-0.9]. The value of α depends on the brightness of 

the image. When the threshold value is taken as the average of intensity values, the dark region is 

located in the range of [0, T-1] while the bright region is located in the range of [T, 255]. Multiplying 

the threshold value by α will lead to decrease the bright region and increase in the dark region or 

increase the bright region and decrease the dark region depending on the selected value of α. The 

effect of using inclusion parameter α is discussed in section 5.2 and shown in Figure-4. After selection 

the threshold value, comparing the value of each pixel belong to the normalized gray image with the 

determined threshold value to decide whether each pixel belong to foreground or background. The 

main steps of this stage are explained in algorithm (2). 

Algorithm (2): Binary Image  

Input :  N () // array of normalized image 

Output: Bin() // array of binary image 

Goal :   Convert to gray and then binary image 

Step 1: Convert RGB components of N () to gray image.  

 For all pixels of image N (). 

     Gray (I, j) ← (R (I, j) + G( I, j) + B(I, j)) / 3 

  End For 

Step 2: Calculate minimum and maximum gray values. 

 min ← Gray (0, 0) 

 max ← Gray (0, 0) 

For all pixels of image // I as row index & j as column index 

   Check If (max < Gray (I, j)) Then max ← Gray(I, j)       

Check If (min > Gray (I, j)) Then min ← Gray(I, j) 

End For 

Step 3: Find the threshold value.    

   T ← ((max + min) / 2) * α 

Step 4: Find the white and black pixels. 

             For all pixels of image 

 Check If Gray (I, j) < T Then    

    Bin (I, j) ← 0  

                Else 

                  Bin (I, j) ←1 

            End If 

End For 

Step 5: Return Bin (). 

 

4.6 Nucleus Segmentation  

     The nucleus of WBC is seen as a special island in the image. Using the seed filling principle with 

appropriate constraint lead to optimal segmentation of the nucleus by removal all other islands in the 

image. Also, the seed filling method can be used to fill the closed pores in the nucleus object after 

segmentation.     

     In this technique, all holes found in the image will be filled in and all islands will be removed. This 

process uses seed filling method explained in algorithm (3) either for filling each hole (close pores) or 

removing the island as shown in algorithm (4). The first stage of this technique is the identification of 

seeds. In case of filling the hole the seed point has background value and in case of island removal the 

seed point has foreground value. The second stage includes constraints to prevent each region from 

overfilling. In this work, the selected constraint is that the selected filling region in case of 

segmentation must form a very small ratio of the image area (C= 0.03) otherwise it will be ignored. 

The effect of this parameter is explained in section 5.2 and Figure-3. On the other hand, the region of 

hole must form the ratio (C=0.2) of the image size. The same steps in algorithm (3) are applied for 

filling the holes by replacing each 0 to 1 and each 1 to 0.  
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Algorithm (3): Seed Filling Function  

Input :  p // target pixels 

            I // x-position of the target pixel 

            J // y-position of the target pixel 

Output: SS // the number of pixels in seed filling region 

Goal :   The number of pixels in seed region 

Step 1: Enter the pixel positions in an array Z. 

Step 2: Initialize pixel count SS to zero. 

Step 3: Search in the four directions of the seed point.   

           While Z is not empty 

  b ← the last element of Z 

  Remove the last element from Z 

  SS ← SS +1 

              Check If the color of b is equal to target-color 

               Check If the west pixel value equal to the target value             

               Add west pixel to end of Z 

               End If 

               Check If the east pixel value equal to the target value             

                 Add east pixel to end of Z 

               End If 

               Check If the north pixel value equal to the target value             

                Add north pixel to end of Z 

               End If 

               Check If the south pixel value equal to the target value             

                   Add south pixel to end of Z 

                End If 

 End If 

             End While 

Step 4: Return SS. 

 

Algorithm (4): Island Removal  

Input : Bin () // array of binary image 

            h //  height of image 

            w // width of image 

Output: y () //array of island removal image 

Goal : Nucleus Segmentation 

Step 1: Enter the constant criteria parameter C. 

Step 2: Count the region ratio. 

             rat← C × (h × w) 

Step 3: Search for each target pixel in all image and call seed function to each ones. 

 For all pixels in the image// x as row number, y as column number 

     Check If  pixel value = 1 Then 

            S ← seed (1, x_position, y_position)  // algorithm (2) 

Step 4: Compare the number of pixels in the seed region with the region ratio. 

Check If  S ≤ rat Then// remove region from the image 

For all pixel in the image // i as row number, j as column number 

Check If  seed region (i, j) = 1Then y (i, j) = 0  End If 

          End For // i& j 

   End If 

   End If 

End For  

Step5: Return y (). 
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Algorithm (4): Island Removal  

Input : Bin () // array of binary image 

            h //  height of image 

            w // width of image 

Output: y () //array of island removal image 

Goal : Nucleus Segmentation 

Step 1: Enter the constant criteria parameter C. 

Step 2: Count the region ratio. 

             rat← C × (h × w) 

Step 3: Search for each target pixel in all image and call seed function to each ones. 

 For all pixels in the image// x as row number, y as column number 

     Check If  pixel value = 1 Then 

            S ← seed (1, x_position, y_position)  // algorithm (2) 

Step 4: Compare the number of pixels in the seed region with the region ratio. 

Check If  S ≤ rat Then// remove region from the image 

For all pixel in the image // i as row number, j as column number 

Check If  seed region (i, j) = 1Then y (i, j) = 0  End If 

          End For // i& j 

   End If 

   End If 

End For  

Step5: Return y (). 

 

4.7 Localization 

     The last stage in the system is the localization. This process contains only using of a mask from the 

original image to the image resulting from the previous step as shown in algorithm (5). 

Algorithm (5): Nucleus Localization  

Input : y () //array of island removal image 

            RGB () image// original image 

Output: New-pixel () // WBC nucleus image 

Goal : Nucleus Localization 

Step 1: Put origin image pixels to xx (). 

For all pixels of origin image 

x ←RGB (I, j) 

Step 2: Mask with segmented image pixel y ().  

Check If y (I, j) = 1 Then  ‘nucleus pixel 

  New-pixel(I, j)← x     

Else 

  New-pixel (I, j) ← white //background value 

End If 

Step 3: Return New-pixel (). 

 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1 Test Material 

     The system was tested on a dataset of WBCs images downloaded from the standard reference 

database called CellaVision blog _ dataset2. The images of this dataset contain many RBCs existed 

around the WBCs and have generally purple color. The number of the images in this dataset is one 

hundred colored images with 300×300 dimensions [25]. The cell images have purple color in general 

and many RBCs may exist around the WBCs. Figure-2 shows an example of each type of WBC with 

its final localization obtained by the proposed model. 
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Figure 2- A sample of each type of WBC with its final localization obtained by the proposed model. 

 

5.2 Performance Parameters 

     In this work, nucleus segmentation applied by using the seed filling method by removing the 

islands which represent the other objects in WBC. The removed islands must have an area less than a 

specific ratio of the image area. This ratio has a great effect on the performance of the developed 

system. Figure-3 shows the resulted image using different ratio values. When the ratio equals to 

(0.01%) or (0.02%) of the image area, the other objects of the cell will appear in the image and when 

the ratio equals to (0.05%) from the image area, the nucleus of the cell will disappear completely in 

the image. While a good nucleus segmented is obtained when the ratio equals to (0.03%) or (0.04%).  

     Another effective parameter is the inclusive factor α used in calculation the threshold value. Figure-

4 shows the effect of using or not using this factor in the process of transforming the image into a 

binary image and its effect on the performance of the system. When the threshold value is calculated 

as the average value of the intensity values without multiplying by   (i.e., α is set 1), the background 

is not completely separated from the foreground as shown in Figure-4B and when α is set 0.8, the seed 

filling technique will not work correctly because of the appearance of gaps in the border of the nucleus 

(i.e., erosion will happen) as shown in Figure-4D. Figure-4C shows that the good segmentation is 

obtained when α is set 0.9. For the selected dataset, when α is set to a value less than 0.8, a white 

image will be obtained at the final stage of the system.  

 
Figure 3- The result after island removal using the different ratio. (A) The ratio equals to (0.01%) 

from the image area; (B) the ratio equals to (0.02%) from the image area; (C) the ratio equals to 

(0.03%) from the image area; (D) the ratio equals to (0.04%) from the image area; (E) the ratio equals 

to (0.05%) from the image area. 
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Figure 4- The effect of α on the performance of the system. (A) the input image; (B) the binary image 

and subsequent stages when the selected value of α=1; (C) the binary image and subsequent stages 

when the selected value of α=0.9; (D) the binary image and subsequent stages when the selected value 

of α=0.8. 

 

5.3 Quantitative Measures 

     To evaluate the quality of the proposed segmentation results, quantitative measures explained in 

Equations (4-6) were used. These measures define the difference between the results of the proposed 

nucleus localization method and the mask of the white region of the ground truth of images. Figure-5B 

shows the ground truth of the selected sample in Figure-5A. The white region of the ground truth can 

be easily obtained from the image using a binary mask as shown in Figure-5C. The segmentation 

result for selected image data (in Figure-5D) is compared and evaluated using the ground truth image 

in Figure-5C.  

 

 
Figure 5- The segmentation of nucleus images. (A) An original sample; (B) the ground truth; (C) the 

mask of the white region of the ground truth; (D) the result of the nucleus segmentation method. 
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     Each sample of the used dataset was tested using each of the quantitative measures. Table-1 shows 

the average values of the quality measure values for the results of the segmentation process 

approximated to fourth decimal points. The quality measure values for the segmentation results for all 

tested images are shown in Figures-(6-8). These figures show that the proposed segmentation method 

is robust. It has high precision values in a range (0.9541-0.9953) as shown in Figure-6 and high F-

measures in a range (0.8862-0.9970), while keeping good recall values ranging between (0.8272-1).  

 

Table 1- The average values and the percentage of the quality measure values for the results of the 

segmentation process. 

Precision Precision % Recall Recall % F-score F-score % 

0.9721 97.21% 0.9546 95.46% 0.9623 96.23% 

 

The performance of the nucleus segmentation method is qualitatively evaluated with the consideration 

that no manual outlining has been done on the WBC images. The smallest error between the 

segmentation result and ground truth demonstrates that the modified k-means method followed by the 

seed filling technique obtained robust and precise WBC nuclei segmentation results. 

 

 
Figure 6- Precision of the proposed nucleus localization method applied on the tested dataset images. 

 

 
Figure 7- Recall of the proposed nucleus localization method applied on the tested dataset images. 
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Figure 8- F-score of the proposed nucleus localization method applied on the tested dataset images. 

 

5.4 Implementation 

     Each stage of the system plays a critical role in the localization of WBC nucleus. The results of 

these stages for two samples are shown in Figure-9.  

 

 

Figure 9- The implementation of the system stages for two samples. (A) the input image; (B) 

Histogram; (C) K-means classification; (D) the normalized image; (E) the gray image and global 

thresholding; (F) island/hole removal; (G) nucleus localization. 

 

5.5 Location Quality 

     In this section, the proposed method is compared with other segmentation methods in [26], [27], 

[28], [29] and [30]. In theory, the neural networks classification in [26] could not process the 

background well, either the darker RBCs would be appeared, or the lighter WBCs would be 

disappeared. The authors in [27] performed nuclei segmentation based on color transformation and 

watershed techniques. Although, the recall degree is higher than the recall degree of the proposed 

method, but the F-score and precision values are lower than those of the proposed method.  In [28] the 

authors segmented the nuclei using dynamic convolution filter, but the nuclei region in the ground 

truth images are located manually. So, the results could not be very accurate. Neither the watershed 
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technique in [28] nor the given learning-based algorithm to detect leukocyte depending on bottom-up 

saliency detection in [30] obtain the precision percentage that the proposed method gains. In [29], the 

authors used discrete wavelet transform, morphological filtering and Otsu’s thresholding techniques. 

But this procedure also not works well with very dyeing light images. Table-2 shows the detailed 

results from the different methods. Experiments determine that the other WBCs segmentation methods 

may have either low recall or precision rate, but the proposed method has high degrees of all the 

quantitative measures.  

 

Table 2- Comparison of the proposed method with other methods in the area 

Methods Precision Recall F-score 

Neural networks classification in [26] 0.8534 0.7049 0.8001 

Color-based segmentation 

Shape-based segmentation in [27] 

0.9409 

0.8876 

0.9800 

0.9578 

0.9601 

0.9214 

Watershed technique in [28] 0.9216 0.8955 0.9083 

Otsu’s thresholding  in [29] 0.8981 0.7897 0.8459 

Learning-based algorithm in [30] - - 0.9500 

The proposed method 0.9721 0.9546 0.9623 

 

6. Conclusion 

     Several conclusions have been deduced from the obtained test results. It is clear to observe that the 

proposed model gave good results for totally isolation of WBC nuclei. The correct selection of the 

filling region in the nucleus segmentation algorithm highly influences on the desired result. The region 

that forms the ratio (0.03%) of the image area gave the best possible result according to the tested 

dataset; of course dataset with different images quality, will need another value. The successful 

isolation of image objects from the background in the binarization process depends heavily on the 

good selection of threshold value which in turns depends on the value of (α).  

This work can be extended in different directions. Extend the developed system to include cytoplasm 

and cell segmentation, in which it could be more useful for detecting diseases. Add more enhancement 

methods so the system will be accepting more dataset with a low image quality.  Using other 

segmentation methods, test their efficiencies in the WBC segmentation field and make a comparison 

between them like Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI), naïve Bayes classifiers, Edge detection and the 

other segmentation methods.  
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